
==Government should spend money on railways rather than roads.to what extent extand
do you agree or disagree with this statement?

These days a great number of people believe that the amount of money which is spending spent
on railways should be increased instead of more investment for roadway systems. In from my
point of view railways have a lot of advantages, but the benefits of roadway systems outweigh
outway them.

The Roadway system is suitable for short distances unlike the railway system which only suits for
long distance transporting. Using roads for conveying goods is cheaper and more economical
than railways and also they can provide door to door or warehouse to warehouse services; this
reduces cartage, loading and unloading expenses besides the railways which are limited to some
restricted stations.

The capital outlay for the roadway system is much lower than the railways. The cost of
constructing, operating and maintaining roads is cheaper than railway transportation. overall, this
leads to a decline in the budget which should be spentd on transport system. Statistics has have
indicated that the expenditure of building roads is almost half of the amount of money which
should be allocated for establishing railways with the same condition.

         Although, there are a lot of profits for the roadway system, the drawbacks are undeniable.
Railways are more appropriate as well as convenient for bulky and heavy goods over long
distances. Some trains are specialized for carrying products which cannot be transported by
roadways or airways. Railways are least affected by weather conditions  compared to other
methods of transport so they are almost always every time available. The most important strength
strong point about railways is their safety .There are is a few accidents by means of them in
contrast to other modes terms of transportation such as roadways.

          Generally ,there are is some advantages about every transport system, so all of  them are
functional but these days according to our newest knowledges and technologies, in my opinion,
the roadway system is perhaps the most functional one. Roads are not only very convenient for
different uses, but also cheap to build in comparison to other systems.


